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Feeding the 5000: The Messianic Banquet
The Life of Jesus Vol.3 (Power of Christ) Part 8 
Mark 6:34-44       11-6-11

Summary: The feeding of the five thousand is the most important miracle. The Old Testament promised a Good Shepherd who would bring about the Messianic Feast (which would mark the beginning of all the blessings of the Messianic Age). The format of this miracle shows Jesus as the one who will do that, and His power proves His ability. Believers miss out on nothing (if you don’t get the brochure, but you do get the vacation, you haven’t missed out).
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Mark 6:1-44 And he was amazed at their lack of faith. Then Jesus went around teaching from village to village. 7 Calling the Twelve to him, he sent them out two by two and gave them authority over evil spirits. 8 These were his instructions: "Take nothing for the journey except a staff--no bread, no bag, no money in your belts. 9 Wear sandals but not an extra tunic. 10 Whenever you enter a house, stay there until you leave that town. 11 And if any place will not welcome you or listen to you, shake the dust off your feet when you leave, as a testimony against them." 12 They went out and preached that people should repent. 13 They drove out many demons and anointed many sick people with oil and healed them. 14 King Herod heard about this, for Jesus' name had become well known. Some were saying, "John the Baptist has been raised from the dead, and that is why miraculous powers are at work in him." 15 Others said, "He is Elijah." And still others claimed, "He is a prophet, like one of the prophets of long ago." 16 But when Herod heard this, he said, "John, the man I beheaded, has been raised from the dead!" 17 For Herod himself had given orders to have John arrested…
 27 So he immediately sent an executioner with orders to bring John's head. The man went, beheaded John in the prison, 28 and brought back his head on a platter. He presented it to the girl, and she gave it to her mother. 29 On hearing of this, John's disciples came and took his body and laid it in a tomb. 30 The apostles gathered around Jesus and reported to him all they had done and taught. 31 Then, because so many people were coming and going that they did not even have a chance to eat, he said to them, "Come with me by yourselves to a quiet place and get some rest." 32 So they went away by themselves in a boat to a solitary place. 33 But many who saw them leaving recognized them and ran on foot from all the towns and got there ahead of them. 
34 When Jesus landed and saw a large crowd, he had compassion on them, because they were like sheep without a shepherd. So he began teaching them many things. 35 By this time it was late in the day, so his disciples came to him. "This is a remote place," they said, "and it's already very late. 36 Send the people away so they can go to the surrounding countryside and villages and buy themselves something to eat." 37 But he answered, "You give them something to eat." They said to him, "That would take eight months of a man's wages! Are we to go and spend that much on bread and give it to them to eat?" 38 "How many loaves do you have?" he asked. "Go and see." When they found out, they said, "Five--and two fish." 39 Then Jesus directed them to have all the people sit down in groups on the green grass. 40 So they sat down in groups of hundreds and fifties. 41 Taking the five loaves and the two fish and looking up to heaven, he gave thanks and broke the loaves. Then he gave them to his disciples to set before the people. He also divided the two fish among them all. 42 They all ate and were satisfied, 43 and the disciples picked up twelve basketfuls of broken pieces of bread and fish. 44 The number of the men who had eaten was five thousand. 

Parallel passages: Mt.14:12-14, Lk.9:10-11, Jn.6:1-15

Introduction
Of all the miracles Jesus performed, which one would you say is the most important one? (Apart from His own resurrection – I am talking about prior to the cross.) If the only pages of Scripture you were allowed to have were just one of Jesus’ miracles, which one would be the most important for you to have? I wonder if anyone would pick the feeding of the five thousand.
No question it was the largest scale miracle Jesus ever did, but apart from that, what good did it really do? Jesus feeds a group of people one time – what good is that? People need food every day. If you heal a blind man, he can see for the rest of his life. But how much good do you really do someone if you give them one single meal one time? The next day these people ask for more food and Jesus turns them down. The old saying, “Give a man a fish and feed him for a day, teach him to fish and feed him for a lifetime…” – here Jesus feeds them one day, and not for a lifetime.
Some say that Jesus was using the strategy of meeting physical needs first, so that people will be open to receive the truth of the gospel later. But these people are not open to the gospel at all the next day. They come to Jesus for more food, and Jesus explains the meaning of the miracle to them, and the response is that not only does the crowd reject Him, but many of Jesus’ own followers turn away.

John 6:66 From this time many of his disciples turned back and no longer followed him.

If the purpose of the miracle was to solve the problem of hunger, it was a failure – because the very next day they are hungry again. And if the purpose was to make the people open to His message, it was a failure because they reject His message and He ends up with fewer followers than He had before doing the miracle. So what good is this miracle?
The Importance of the Miracle
It is important for us to know the answer to that question because on two separate occasions Jesus rebuked the Disciples for not understanding the meaning of this miracle. And a whole crowd is also rebuked for misunderstanding it. If we go by the cues we have in Scripture, I think we would have to say that the feeding of the multitude is the most important miracle Jesus ever performed. Not only are people rebuked for not understanding it, but it is emphasized so heavily in Scripture. It is the only miracle that is recorded in all four gospels. Not only that, but each gospel devotes a long section to describing it. Some miracles just get a single sentence or two – but this one gets a detailed description in each gospel. And each Gospel writer places it at a very dramatic, climactic, watershed point in the Gospel. And on top of all that, Jesus performed this miracle twice. Two different times He multiplied loaves and fishes to feed a multitude. And the second one is recorded in two gospels. So as you read through the gospels you read about this miracle over and over – at least ten different times you read about it.
So we need to work hard to understand this miracle for three reasons: It is arguably the most important miracle Jesus ever performed. Jesus rebuked people for failing to understand the meaning of it. It is an especially easy miracle to misunderstand. In fact, the Disciples and the crowd misunderstood it in two different ways. The Disciples failed to assume that Jesus would provide them with bread, and Jesus said, “Don’t you understand about the loaves and fishes?” But then, the crowd in John 6 was rebuked for not understanding the miracle when they DID assume Jesus would supply them with bread. So you can misinterpret this miracle by assuming Jesus will supply you with bread, and you can misinterpret this miracle by failing to assume Jesus will supply you with bread. It is a vVery important miracle, and there are lots of ways to misunderstand it.
On the other hand, if you understand the context and the background, the meaning of the miracle is not hard at all. I think once you see some of the background, I won’t even have to tell you the meaning because it will be obvious.

The Massive Need

35 By this time it was late in the day, so his disciples came to him. "This is a remote place," they said, "and it's already very late. 36 Send the people away so they can go to the surrounding countryside and villages and buy themselves something to eat." 37 But he answered, "You give them something to eat." They said to him, "That would take eight months of a man's wages! Are we to go and spend that much on bread and give it to them to eat?" 38 "How many loaves do you have?" he asked. "Go and see." When they found out, they said, "Five--and two fish."

In verse 44 we see that there were five thousand males, and Matthew adds that there were women and children as well. The mention of the men may have pointed up the seriousness of the comments John makes that the crowd was going to make Jesus their King by force. What Jesus has before Him is a pretty good-sized army. If you are going to be a revolutionary leader, starting out in one day with an army of five thousand men is a pretty good start. If it was like the average church there would have been more women than men, and with family sizes back then being much larger than our average family size, we are looking at a crowd of ten or twenty or even as many as forty thousand people. It must have seemed like the entire nation of Israel was gathered there. Jesus had attracted a lot of crowds, but never anything like this. This is a very rural area. This is almost certainly the largest crowd that had ever been gathered in one place in this part of the world. Probably no one in that crowd – including Jesus – had ever even seen a crowd even half that large.
This was not a publicized event. There were no fliers or mailers or newspaper ads or radio announcements. A crowd of thousands gathers spontaneously in a remote, uninhabited place in the “sticks” of Galilee. It is obvious something very big is happening. Even if Jesus did not do a miracle this would be a very dramatic high point in the life of Christ just because of the size of the crowd.
So Jesus and the Twelve stand there and look out over this ocean of people. And they just dive in and minister to that crowd all day long. And toward the end of the day the Disciples point out this problem about food. The people could not just stop at Taco Bell on the way home. Most food that was available in the little villages around Galilee was consumed by the end of the day each day. The largest nearby cities were Capernaum and Bethsaida which had between two and three thousand people each. There is no way that a little town of two thousand, late in the day, is going to be able to even begin to feed a crowd this size.
The Test

37 But he answered, "You give them something to eat." 

In John’s gospel we find out that this was a test (Jn.6:5, 6). And the test seems to have had two purposes: To see if the Disciples would rely on Jesus’ divine power or on their own resources. I will talk about that one next time, but for now I just want to focus on the second reason: To expose the magnitude of the need. Jesus makes the Disciples attempt to deal with this problem in order to put right out there on the table exactly how massive the need really was.

37 They said to him, "That would take eight months of a man's wages! Are we to go and spend that much on bread and give it to them to eat?

And Philip adds that eight months’ wages would not even be enough for each person to have a single bite (Jn.6:7). If you make $60,000 a year, that’s $40,000. Picking up the tab at a restaurant is one thing, but $40,000 is something else - especially when your organization only has thirteen people. And the financial aspect was only the tip of the iceberg. Even if they could buy food for twenty thousand people, if each person had ten ounces of food, that would be over six tons of food, which means each Apostle would have to go into a village and haul back a half a ton of food.
Delay - Jesus brings you to a point of PROFOUND neediness 
Sometimes, in order for us to really come to grips with how massive our need really is, the Lord will go for a time without providing – so you can become aware of how massive and humanly impossible the need really is. Sometimes He will delay for years and years, because it takes that long for us to finally give up on relying on our own resources and come to the point of profound neediness and dependence. So many times in the Psalms we read that the psalmist cried out and God responded. And when you read the Psalm you get the feeling that God’s answer came immediately. But if you look carefully at those Psalms, and see how much anxiety and consternation and desperation and sometimes physical deterioration there is, you realize that the desperation was stretched over a long period of time.
This test is all part of the setting. Before doing the miracle the Lord wants to make it clear how absolutely impossible this is from a human viewpoint. 

38 "How many loaves do you have?" he asked. "Go and see." When they found out, they said, "Five-and two fish."

So there are thousands and thousands of people, and one kid has food. When these people saw Jesus leave, they were in a panic to be with Him, so they literally ran around to the other side of the lake to beat Him there. They just took off – no time to pack a lunch…except this kid. His mom was like some of your moms were. Everyone else is running off to see this amazing event – except you. 
“Get back in here - you’re not going anywhere without a lunch.”
She packed him five “loaves.” Those are not like our loaves. A better word would probably be biscuits – about the size of your hand.
And they were made from barley instead of wheat, which means this boy is poor. Israel was a land rich in wheat, and wheat was not expensive. Barley was mostly used for feeding animals, not people. Only the poorest people had to eat barley. That is what this little boy had. The fish were pickled or dried, and were usually very small. So Jesus commissions the Disciples to feed a crowd of five thousand families, and the best they can do is a few crackers and some bites of fish. Talk about an epic failure – pathetic. The best they could come up with is some dog-food biscuits and a few tiny fish. And they only got that by taking it from a poor little kid.

Prophecy of the Good Shepherd
Sheep need a shepherd
So that is the immediate context for what is about to happen. Now let me show you some Old Testament context. Last week we zeroed in on verse 34.

34 When Jesus landed and saw a large crowd, he had compassion on them, because they were like sheep without a shepherd. So he began teaching them many things.

Sheep have no hope of survival at all without a shepherd. They cannot take care of themselves, they cannot find food or water on their own, they cannot defend themselves against attack. They do not have claws or sharp teeth for fighting. They cannot even run away – big, fat bodies with four little toothpicks for legs, obviously they are not built for speed. A sheep without a shepherd is…lamb chops.
And in the spiritual realm, that is a serious thing. If you really care about someone, you are going to care more than anything about what kind of shepherd they have. Like Moses, when he found out he was going to die.

Numbers 27:15-17 Moses said to the LORD, 16 "May the LORD, the God of the spirits of all mankind, appoint a man over this community…17 so the LORD's people will not be like sheep without a shepherd." 

If you really care about people, you want them to be under the care of a good shepherd who can lead them and feed them and protect them spiritually. 
Bad shepherds
That is why God was so furious with the pastors back in Ezekiel’s time; because they were bad shepherds (the word “pastor” and the word “shepherd” mean exactly the same thing. In both Greek and Hebrew it is the same word). Instead of feeding the sheep, they were feeding off the sheep. Instead of leading the flock, they were fleecing the flock. They saw the people as a means to building themselves up or enriching themselves. Instead of shepherding the flock, and feeding them and protecting them and nurturing them, they were plundering the flock and exploiting the flock for their own advantage. They were like some modern day pastors who see each new person as little more than a potential tither. The sheep are nothing but a means to building their own empire. They care a lot about numbers, but not individuals. 
Other shepherds just ignore shepherding the sheep altogether and pour all their resources into making the church attractive to the goats (because you can attract a lot larger congregation of goats than you can sheep). But if there is one thing God cannot tolerate, it is a shepherd who does not properly feed, protect, and lead the sheep.

Ezekiel 34:10-12 This is what the Sovereign LORD says: I am against the pastors and will hold them accountable for my flock. I will remove them from tending the flock so that the pastors can no longer feed themselves. I will rescue my flock from their mouths, and it will no longer be food for them. 11 "'For this is what the Sovereign LORD says: I myself will search for my sheep and look after them. 12 As a shepherd looks after his scattered flock when he is with them, so will I look after my sheep. I will rescue them from all the places where they were scattered on a day of clouds and darkness.

16 I will search for the lost and bring back the strays… I will shepherd the flock with justice. 

22 I will save my flock, and they will no longer be plundered. 

God says, "I've had it with all of you unfaithful shepherds! The time is coming when I am going to shepherd the sheep Myself."
How are you going to do that God?
The promise (Davidic king)

23 I will place over them one shepherd, my servant David

“I'm going to send David to be their shepherd.” 
Is that talking about the literal King David? No - this was written five hundred years after David was dead. It is talking about that great, Davidic King - that promised descendant of David who would sit on David's throne and rule God's people forever - the Messiah.

23 …and he will tend them; he will tend them and be their shepherd. 24 I the LORD will be their God, and my servant David will be prince among them. I the LORD have spoken. 25 "'I will make a covenant of peace with them and rid the land of wild beasts so that they may live in the desert and sleep in the forests in safety.

31 You my sheep, the sheep of my pasture, are men, and I am your God, declares the Sovereign LORD.'"

Someday the great Pastor of the sheep – the Good Shepherd would come and create a perfect pasture for the sheep and there will no longer be any such thing as danger.
And if you are wondering whether or not Jesus is that Good Shepherd, there is a passage of Scripture that gives us a subtle clue. You have to look very carefully, but if you really examine this text closely you can get an idea to the answer to the question of whether Jesus is that Good Shepherd prophesied in Ezekiel. 

John 10:11 [Jesus said] …I am the good shepherd. 

The Old Testament pastors were supposed to shepherd and care for the sheep until Christ arrived. But now the Good Shepherd arrives and looks out over his sheep and they are scattered and lost and brutalized and starved and exploited by their own shepherds. And it broke Jesus’ heart.

The promised Messianic Banquet 
For centuries the Jewish people had been waiting for that Good Shepherd to arrive. They were excited about that time because that is when all the promises of restoration would be fulfilled. That would be the time of what was known as the great ingathering - when God would gather all of His people together for the great, Messianic Banquet.

Isaiah 25:6 On this mountain the Lord Almighty will prepare a feast of rich food for all peoples, a banquet of aged wine-- the best of meats and the finest of wines. 
Central hope
When the Lord comes and gathers His people there is going to be a banquet. And you might be surprised to know that this banquet is a huge theme in Scripture. For some reason, even among end-times fanatics – people who are preoccupied with end-times prophecy; this banquet has been mostly ignored in our day. You really do not hear much about it. But for the people back then it was a central focus of the end times. They debated the Feast like we debate the Rapture. It would not be uncommon for someone back then to ask a fellow believer, “What’s your position on the Messianic Feast?” It was frequently discussed, the various theories about it were hotly debated, and was such a theme of conversation that if you just said, "the feast," everyone would know exactly what you were talking about. Kind of like today if you say “the Second Coming” – no one says, “Which second coming?” That is how they were with this feast.

Matthew 8:11-12 I say to you that many will come from the east and the west, and will take their places at the feast 

Jesus just says, “the feast,” and everyone immediately knew exactly what He was talking about.
Lush paradise
There was a great deal of writing about the feast by the rabbis. And while there was a lot of disagreement about the details, most rabbis agreed that the Messianic Banquet would take place in a lush paradise like the Garden of Eden. Daniel S. Steffen, Professor of New Testament, Central American Theological Seminary. “The Messianic Banquet and the Eschatology of Matthew” Excerpt from his doctoral thesis found at the following web site: http://www.bible.org/docs/nt/books/mat/banquet.htm#P43_12984  Someday the Good Shepherd would arrive, and He would spread out a magnificent, bountiful banquet in a beautiful, green, plush paradise.
Symbolized all the blessings of the Messianic age
Why did the people of God get so excited about a banquet? They were excited about it because that banquet symbolizes all of the blessings of the Messianic Age. For example – this banquet will mark the elimination of death.
Elimination of Death

Isaiah 25:6 On this mountain the Lord Almighty will prepare a feast of rich food for all peoples, a banquet of aged wine-- the best of meats and the finest of wines. 7 On this mountain he will destroy the shroud that enfolds all peoples, the sheet that covers all nations; (What is the shroud?) 8 he will swallow up death forever. 

Death and all that goes along with it – decay, disease, suffering, sickness – all the components of death; will be eliminated forever at the Feast.
Elimination of suffering and tender comfort
This feast will also mark the elimination of all suffering.

8 The Sovereign Lord will wipe away the tears from all faces 

He could have just said, "there will be no more sorrow," which is what this figure of speech means. But He makes it so much more personal. He will wipe away your tears. Touching a person’s face is an intimate act – you do not touch someone’s face unless you are very close to that person. The Messianic Banquet will be the time when the Lord will eliminate our tears, not just by getting rid of our suffering, but through gestures of tender comfort.
Provision
The vastness and selection of food at that banquet will also symbolize the richness of provision in the Messianic Age. It is not just a one-time meal. The Messianic banquet goes on forever.

Isaiah 49:9-10 "They will feed beside the roads and find pasture on every barren hill. 10 They will neither hunger nor thirst, nor will the desert heat or the sun beat upon them. He who has compassion on them will guide them and lead them beside springs of water. 

Promises like that in Isaiah are too numerous to mention. Israel is promised bountiful provisions in their land as blessings that will follow repentance and obedience (Isa 1:19; 9:3; 27:2-6, 12, 13; 29:17-24; 30:19-29; 32:1-8; 49:6-13; 51:3; 55:1, 2). This bountiful future is directly related to the coming of the Messiah (Isa 9:6-7; 24:23; 11:1-5; 42:1-9; 49:6-13) and the gathering of dispersed Israel back into the land (Isa 24:23; 26:1-4, 15-19; 27:6, 13; 35:1-10; 43:5-7; 45:20; 49:8-13; 22-23; 51:11-14; 54:7; 60:4-14). Israel is protected and fed as the Messiah leads them back into the land of promised blessings (Isa 49:10). These messianic blessings are not exclusive to Israel, but include blessings upon all the nations (Isa 2:1-4; 9:1; 11:10-12; 18:7; 19:18-25; 25:6-8; 42:6, 7; 49:6, 7; 49:22, 23; 56:3; 61:7; 66:21). The nations have a participatory role in the return of Israel (Isa 2:1-4; 49:22-23; 56:3-8; 60:10, 11; 66:21). Daniel S. Steffen, Professor of New Testament, Central American Theological Seminary. “The Messianic Banquet and the Eschatology of Matthew” Exerpt from his doctoral thesis found at the following web site: http://www.bible.org/docs/nt/books/mat/banquet.htm#P43_12984. And you see it in the other Prophets as well.

Ezekiel 34:29 I will provide for them a land renowned for its crops 

There will be a massive abundance of food and prosperity of every kind.
Deliverance
Another reason the people of God were so eager in their anticipation of the Messianic Banquet was that banquet will be the time of final deliverance from all enemies and oppressors. The various feasts in the Old Testament were celebrations of great things God had done. The Messianic Feast will also be a celebration, and there is something very specific that we will be celebrating. The clearest statement in the Old Testament about the Messianic Banquet is the one we looked at in Isaiah 25. And that chapter is all about how God will provide deliverance for Israel from her enemies. That is the setting for the feast. It is exactly the same thing David wrote about hundreds of years earlier:

Psalm 23:5 You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. 

The Messianic Feast will be the moment when God makes it crystal clear that we are the ones He is pleased with, we are the ones He accepts, and not our opponents and enemies. He will announce to the whole universe that we are the ones who have His favor, and He will do so by spreading out a lavish feast for us and serving as our Host. In fact…

Luke 12:37 It will be good for those servants whose master finds them watching when he comes. I tell you the truth, he will dress himself to serve, will have them recline at the table and will come and wait on them.

He is the Master; we are the slaves – you would think it would be we who do the serving. But to show His favor on us, the Lord Himself will dress Himself like a waiter and He will actually serve us at the banquet – as a statement to our enemies!
I mentioned that there was a lot of variety of opinions about the Messianic Banquet. The Jews of Jesus’ time who wrote about the end times went in every conceivable direction when they wrote about the Banquet. But there was one thing they all had in common. Every place where you read about this banquet, whether it is in the Old Testament, the intertestamental period, the Dead Sea Scrolls, or the rabbinic literature – every place where you read about the Messianic Banquet, you also read about the defeat and destruction of Israel's enemies and deliverance from all her troubles. That is the main feature of the Messianic Feast.
Fellowship
One final point of significance of this banquet in Scripture In ancient times sharing a meal was always a gesture of close friendship.

Revelation 3:20 I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat with him, and he with me. 

The point of promising the great Banquet is not just so we can look forward to experiencing the pleasures associated with eating good food. The point is for us to understand that it will be a time of close, personal, loving interaction between you and the Lord. There will not be anything between you and the Lord. Even though, at that time, we will have a greater awe and reverence and fear of Him then than we do now, and even though we will fall on our faces in worship before His staggering glory; paradoxically, at the same time He will embrace us as friends! There will not be any shame. Sin will be a thing of the forgotten past. Any kind of distance or tension between you and the Lord will be a matter of ancient history. He is not only going to gather His people, but He is going to gather you right into His house, right into His dining room and seat you at His table.

The Miracle
So that is the background. All of that is common knowledge for the original readers of the gospels. They were waiting for the descendent of David to arrive and serve as the Good Shepherd who would kick off all the blessings of the Messianic Age with a great feast, which He would serve in a context of a beautiful, plush, green paradise, symbolizing His ability to provide with rich, lavish, comprehensive supply. Now with all that in mind, let me read you the account.

Mark 6:39 Then Jesus directed them to have all the people sit down in groups on the green grass.
Reclining 
I want to draw your attention to two important words in that sentence: sit and green. The word translated sit, is not the normal word for sitting. It is the word recline, and its use of reclining at…guess what – a banquet. When those people ate a regular meal they would sit – just like us. But when they went to a banquet they would recline. All four gospel writers used that word – recline, because that is the word Jesus Himself used, and it is an important clue about what is going on. Jesus says, “Have all the people recline.” The original readers would see that word and understand exactly what Jesus was saying: “Get the people ready for a banquet.”
Green grass
Another clue comes from that little word, green. Have you ever noticed that Mark specifies green grass? In fact, in John’s account he makes a point of saying, There was plenty of grass in that place (Jn.6:10). This was a remote place, but it was not a desert. The area around the Sea of Galilee is beautiful. And the picture of Jesus having all the people recline in the plush, green grass would bring a paradise-like image to the minds of the original readers.
Represents the nation

40 So they sat down in groups of hundreds and fifties. 

Kind of reminds you of the arrangement of the Israelites in the wilderness at the time of Moses. I am convinced this massive crowd of Jews represents the nation of Israel.
The Blessing

41 Taking the five loaves and the two fish and looking up to heaven, he gave thanks and broke the loaves.

That is something every father would do at the beginning of a meal. He would stand up, give thanks for the food, and then break the bread. So verse 41 portrays Jesus as the head of the household at a family meal. And the household is none other than the nation of Israel.
Do you see what Mark is doing in the way he relates this account? The Good Shepherd, the paradise setting, the traditions of a family meal, the people reclining for a banquet – do you see what is happening here? It is a picture of the Isaiah 25 Messianic Banquet. Jesus is letting Israel know that He is the one who is ushering in the Messianic Age, and He is doing so by providing an all-you-can-eat feast as the people recline in the plush, green grass where He provides as head of the household.
This is not the ultimate fulfillment of the Messianic Feast promised in the Old Testament. That will come at Jesus’ Second Coming. What Jesus is doing here is announcing that He is the one who will bring about the Messianic Feast. But that is quite a claim. Anyone could claim that someday He will do that. What we need here is some proof.
The Proof
Imagine this scene. So everything is set. The people are organized into groups of fifty and one hundred. They are reclining in the green grass, all ready for a feast. The Head of the Household has given thanks and broken the bread. Everything is ready – there is only one problem. There is still no food. They still only have five biscuits – one biscuit for every one thousand families.
Can you imagine what is running through these people’s minds? These are people who have never read Mark 6. What is Jesus going to do? 

41 Then he gave them to his disciples to set before the people. He also divided the two fish among them all. 42 They all ate and were satisfied

He just kept breaking it and handing it out, and it just never ran out. I picture Jesus preaching this whole time, while He just keeps handing pieces to the Twelve to distribute – hour after hour. This is a miracle of creation. These people are eating fish that never swam. They never even lived. They are eating bread made from grains that were never in the ground, were never harvested, never baked.
The Meaning of the Miracle: A Promise of the Messianic Age
What is the meaning of this miracle? Jesus rebuked His disciples for not understanding it. So let’s make sure we do understand it. When Jesus fed this crowd, and at the end every single person is stuffed and fully satisfied, that guaranteed everything connected to the Messianic Feast: 
	The final elimination of death

The total elimination of suffering 
	Tender comfort from God
	Rich, bountiful, generous, unlimited, eternal provision
	Deliverance from all enemies and problems and threats
	Sweet, delightful, personal fellowship with God at His table
All the blessings of the Messianic Age
The reason God supplies us with a large amount of rich food in this life is to serve as a sample of the Messianic Feast, and to prove that Jesus has the power to bring it about. Every time you ever see any kind of provision or bounty or richness in this world, that is the tip of the iceberg of what is in store for God’s people. Set your hope on that Day.

Conclusion: You Never Miss Out
There are a hundred implications of that for our lives – let me just point your attention to one. Take just a moment as we close to think about what you are missing out on in your life. You have anxiety in your life because either you missed out on some wonderful thing in the past, or you are currently missing out on it. Some of you are single and you are afraid you are going to miss out on the joys of marriage. Others are married, and your marriage is not what you dreamed it would be, and you have anxiety because you are missing out on the marriage of your dreams. Maybe you feel you are missing out on the blessing of having children. How many times do we cave into a temptation because we cannot stand the thought of missing out on it? The pleasure of some food, or some sexual pleasure, or the satisfaction of revenge, or the pleasure of being honored by men – we succumb to temptations because the enemy tells us, “If you pass up this opportunity, you will miss out on this pleasure.” Maybe you are missing out on the career that you wanted to have. Or you are missing out on all the fun your friends are having that you cannot have because of one reason or another. What causes consternation in your heart because you are missing out on it?
Note carefully: If the promises of the Messianic Banquet are all true, then no Christian will ever miss out on anything. For the believer, there is no such thing as “missing out.” 
“But what about marriage? There is no marriage in the next life.” That is true – there won’t be. We will no longer need that illustration of the relationship between God and His people, so there will be no marriage. But does that mean single people miss out? Did Jesus miss out? Not in the slightest. All the pleasures of this life are samples – emblems of the real thing in heaven. There is no pleasure in this world that can even begin to compare to the least enjoyable thing in heaven. If you miss out on the sample but you get the real thing, you are not missing out. If you were not there when the travel agent was handing out the brochures for a Caribbean Cruise,  but you do get to go on the cruise itself – you did not miss out. The greatest pleasure in this world is nothing more than a brochure with a brief description of the real thing. What about having children? Will that happen in heaven? I don’t know. Maybe. [If I had to guess I would say probably, since it says, “of the increase of His kingdom there will be no end,” but I don’t know for sure.] But I can tell you this – if there is no childbearing in heaven, the joy of heaven that childbearing is meant to point to – the reality that that brochure illustrates - will be far greater, far more satisfying, a far greater joy than having children in this life could ever be.
The next time you feel a wave of sadness because of something you think you missed out on, preach to your soul about the Messianic Feast. Remind yourself that you have missed out on nothing. It is ten minutes before meal time. You are about to be seated at the big, Thanksgiving feast. You have not missed out on anything yet – the feast has not even started!
The next time you are tempted with a sin that is connected to some pleasure, and the enemy tries to tell you, “You’d better indulge in this or you’ll miss out. If you resist this temptation, you will experience loss” – the next time that happens preach to your soul and say, “No, I’m a citizen of the kingdom – I will miss out on nothing. This world has nothing to offer me that can compare to what is in store for me at the great, Messianic Banquet. 

BENEDICTION: Hebrews 13:20,21 May the God of peace, who through the blood of the eternal covenant brought back from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd of the sheep, [21] equip you with everything good for doing his will, and may he work in us what is pleasing to him, through Jesus Christ, to whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen.

